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Message from the President
As announ ed in the last issue, this Newsletter ele-

November 2000

brates the tenth anniversary of our So iety. Ten years
during whi h EAS has grown to maturity. Ten years
during whi h European astronomy has hanged signi antly, as Catherine Cesarsky re alls in her arti le. But
what about Europe itself?
In 1990, we were still in a state of euphoria after the
destru tion of the Iron Wall, whi h at last made possible the re on iliation between Eastern and Western
Europe. Suddently there were no restri tions anymore
on travel and s ienti ex hanges, and it seemed almost
as if we were entering a new Golden Age. But what is
the present situation?
Be ause the Eastern European ountries were not prepared for su h a radi al hange, and be ause the Western politi al leaders did not ome up with an ambitious programme to help rebuild these ountries, su h
as the Marshall plan after the se ond world war, many
of these ountries are now in desperate e onomi al ondition. As a result, fundamental resear h is no longer
a priority. In re ent years I traveled to several of these
ountries, and I ould see for myself how diÆ ult life is
for our olleagues there. Many are for ed to seek parttime jobs, more lu rative than their a ademi position.
They struggle to maintain their equipments in working
ondition. But their main on ern is that young people
are not attra ted anymore to s ienti resear h, given
the salaries they an expe t. Many institutes are bleeding from emigration, and are unable to repla e those
who are gone.
What an we do to remedy this situation? In spite of
our e orts, EAS still has a modest impa t on European
astronomy. But it helped to make Western astronomers
aware of the problems of their Eastern Colleagues, and
it has ontributed to stengthen the ollaborations between them. We are ba king Euros ien e, whi h shares
our goals on a more general level, and whi h has established lose relations with the European Community

and the European S ien e Foundation. More amd more,
these are taking measures to asso iate Eastern Europe
in planning the future, and to bridge the existing gap.
At the plenary onferen e on resear h infrastru tures
whi h was held September 20 in Strasbourg, the steering ommittee stressed the importan e of establishing
a high bandwith ommuni ation system a ross Europe
(meaning whole Europe), whi h would give wider a ess
to journals, data banks, et . for those who presently suffer from poor ommuni ations. One of the goals it set
was the development of human resour es and the promotion of training. It re ommended that the so- alled
a ession ountries should be involved in the development and exploitation of the resear h infrastru tures,
from advi e to de ision making.

perial College, during the forum we had orginised two
years ago.
Two more interesting arti les on IAU and the World
Spa e Observatory. These two arti les are not just a
pie e of information ea h, but they provide important
thoughts and innovations on the development of s ienti
ollaboration organized in a global framework.
Mary Kontizas

EAS Anniversary
Ten Years EAS

Ten years ao the EAS was founded by A. Boyar huk, M.
Huber, J.P. Swings and myself. Has it lived up to our
expe tations and those of the 600 founding members
who joined us and many of whom parti ipated the rst
EAS meeting in Liege? Have the fears of its opponents
ome true? With regard to the latter was opposition
by some in the national so ieties. Perhaps they feared
a loss of in uen e for these. Others thought that a
grouping of national so ieties was a more desirable goal
a European So iety of national so ieties rather than of
individual members. They feared that the EAS, as oneived, might work at ross purposes with the national
so ieties.

Thus, slowly but steadily, European resear h is shaping
up. How mu h progress will be there a hieved when
EAS elebrates its twentieth anniversary?
Jean-Paul Zahn

Editorial
Our ten year anniversary. Indeed! Time ies and there
are several arti les to elebrate this o asion. This speial o asion makes all of us very skepti al, when we
onsider our a hievements and weaknesses.

As it has turned out, relations between the EAS and
the national so ieties have be ome ex ellent. In parti ular the JENAMs - the joint European and national
astronomy meetings have been a huge su ess with inreasing attendan e, starting with some three hundred
in Edidnburgh and ulminating with nearly a thousand
this year in Mos ow. Also at Coun il level relations
with the national bodies appear to be very smooth. It
is more diÆ ult to be sure that the EAS has lived up to
expe tations though there are en ouraging signs. The
number of members has in reased from 600 to 1600.
The Newsletter and various web related a tivities have
been su essful. And one of the original aims of reating a bridge over the politi al divide in Europe - now
repla ed by an e onomi divide - has had some small
su esses.

It is obvious that our servi es to young people is our
major eld of in ompeten e. This is due to our poor
funding and our problem to a t as an integrated ommunity. This is su h a slow pro ess! We de nitely need
a Web page providing servi es to help the young people.
We must not forget the e ort done by Mi hel Dennefeld
with the Web page, all on a volunteer basis. In order to
improve this web page and transform it to a real fa ility, we either need many more volunteers and/or more
funds.
At the University of Athens the omputer enter has
agreed to help us te hni ally to organise our young people's page and extend its apabilities, to ele troni seminars and short live ommuni ation (dis ussions, short
meetings). All this ould be an experiment of virtual
mobility. However su h an initiative needs money and
no sponsor has been found so far. We annot organise
all this on a voluntary basis. I would suggest the international organisations (EU, ESA, ESO et ) make a
birthday present to EAS and be the sponsors of su h an
a tivity). To emphasize all I said we lose this spe ial
issue with a letter sent by a youg astronomer from Im-

However, a omparison with the AAS on the other
side of the Atlanti shows how modest the role of the
EAS still is. The AAS with an annual budget of some
8.000.000 US dollars publishes two major journals, has
an oÆ e with in uen e in Washington, engages in extensive edu ational a tivities, and organizes meetings that
few young PhDs looking for a job will fail to attend.
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The main problem is that the EAS ame late in the day
when other arrangements for publi ations were already
in pla e, while re ruitment of young astronomers still
pro eeds largely on a national basis. However, in the
EU the \European resear h area" is gaining in importaan e, and with the urrent in publishing methods the
EAS ould have a role in ensuring that these satisfy the
needs and wishes of European astronomers.

versity of Bologna where students from all over Europe
were ongregating. Thus, some of the progress in European integration is rather the re overy of what existed
before. But then at the time there were no organizations for resear h funding.

Even more re ent than the EAS is Euros ien e with
membership in all the s ien es. Notwithsstanding a
rather low number of members, it has been not unsu essful in assuming a ertain role as an adviser to the
European Commission. In astronomy \Opti on" has
obtained European funding and may in the ourse of
time a quire some infulen e. It is important that the
EAS, whi h is after all the most representative organization in European astronomy, relate e e tively to su h
a tivities.

Anniversary of the EAS

L. Woltjer

The European Astronomi al So iety was founded at a
time of profound and optimisti hange in Europe, a
pro ess of liberalisation, uni ation, development and
enlargement that is still happening. EAS is elebrating
its anniversary with a re ord behind it in establishing its
su essful European regional meetings - the Joint European and National Astronomy Meetings - and in setting
up a network of European astronomers, kept in tou h
via the newsletters, the website, the lists of members.
This anniversary is an opportune time to re e t on how
the EAS stru ture an be developed to do more. In the
next de ade, the EAS should develop as a forum for the
debate of European poli y in astronomy, and be ome a
motive for e for astronomy in Europe, as well as a failitator for dis ussion. The European Commission has
vision for a \European resear h area" whose tone will
likely be set by a high-level s ien e dis ussion forum,
akin to the US National Coun il of S ien e and Te hnology. Its re ommendations would be implemented into
proje ts, supported by the EU, and by member states
on a pi k-and- hoose basis (\variable geometry").

Long before the terminology \European resear h area"
ame into being, intergovernmental organizations like
CERN, ESO, ESA and others pionneered the on ept
with mu h su ess. Unfortunately, during the last few
years a trend has developed for European governments
to again prefer billateral or multilateral arrangements
for spe i proje ts. An example is given by the omplex stru tures of the ALMA (Ata ama Large Millimetre Array) where ESO and representative of governments parti ipating in ESO parti ipate in the leadership. Of ourse, this enhan es national ontrol. Even
though the governments have their representatives in organizations like ESO and ESA, there is a wish for more
dire t in uen e. Part of the reason for this may be that
the large ountries have the same vote in many areas
as the smaller ones and onsequently per astronomer or
physi ist a lower weight. Not surprisingly the smaller
ountries are the most enthusiasati supporters of European solutions! Certainly this is not an isolated problem
for s ienti institutions. The issue is be oming parti ularly a ute in the EU in general, espe ially after its
possible enlargement.

The task of the EAS will be, rst, to in uen e this body
through the onsidered views of the European astronomi al ommunity about the development of our s ien e. Se ondly, it will need to amplify de isions ba k
into the national ommunities whose voi e will determine an individual member state's adheren e to the re ommended astronomi al proje ts. This is a hallenging
role for the EAS, and needs mu h thought, if the EAS
is to ourish in this future environment.
Paul Murdin

Though many problems remain and new ones appear,
it is true that the level of European ooperation has
improved immensely. A new self- on den e is seen and
through do toral networks and other me hanisms European astronomers regularly work or study in ountries
other than that of their birth. Compared to half a entury ago, the progress is evident. But it is sobering to
go ba k further into the past. During the later middle
ages study abroad was ommon. In 1158 the emperor
Friederi h I made a de ree prote ting from interferen e
all s holars who had to travel to the newly founded Uni-

EAS and the East-European Countries

The European Astronomi al So iety rea hes 10 years.
It was founded in an extremely important moment for
Europe: the fall of ommunism in those ountries whose
people believed, or hoped, or were ompelled to believe
that this is the solution for progress and for a better life.
Romania was one of those ountries. After that De ember of 1989, dramati for the ones who experien ed it,
but also for all people who wat hed the \revolution on3

line" on their TV s reens, we tried to resume a normal
life, stopped for us half a entury ago. We attempted to
retrieve the uselessly wasted time, and to approa h as
soon as possible the rest of Europe, whose geographi
enter lies, paradoxi ally, on the territory of Romania.
This is where the Romanian astronomy was ten years
ago.

in the world and here the outstanding personalities of
today's astronomy are working . But here also a still,
poorly exploited potential of intelligen e and reativeness exists : the one provided by ountries as Romania,
in whi h the la k of onta ts made the national astronomy remain pra ti ally unknown. However the higher
and higher number of youngsters, who were trained in
the most important astronomi al enters all over the
world, and obtained ex eptional results and the signi ant in rease of the number of papers published in ooperation with astronomers of other ountries prove it.

What was before? It is hard to explain and equally
hard to make understand those who did not live in similar onditions. How ould one survive totally isolated,
not only from the Western astronomers, but even from
those of the Eastern ountries, without modern instruments, without books and journals, even without the
already ommon PC's? How astronomy did not die in
a ountry in whi h, besides the diÆ ulties experien ed
by all our eastern olleagues, we also had to pay all
the debts of the state? We had to do astronomy for...
the national e onomy (!), to work 48 hours a week, and
to do agri ulture on Sunday. We often were ompelled
to wait on the street, for long hours, in order to wait
the the Leader's parade. Under su h onditions, how
astronomy survived?

The yearly JENAM, already well-known, o ers an unpre edented opportunity for astronomers to better know
ea h other, to keep the level of astronomy in the West
and the East the same, to help East-European astronomers to learn qui kly how and why the West progressed, and West-European ones to know the possibilities of the Eastern astronomy.
Not only the annual meetings ontribute to all this,
but also the ex hange of spe ialists and publi ations, as
well as the donations ( olle tions of journals, or books)
for the libraries that have not the possibility of regular pur hase yet. Other su h ontributions su h as the
ourses given by renowned spe ialists within the framework of European programs (e.g. TEMPUS, ERASMUS/SOCRATES) or the aid of the Cultural Departments of Embassies, or the resear h performed in ooperation (even via e-mail).

However, we did it. It was possible be ause the pla es in
resear h institutes were reserved for the best graduates
(low marks meant small han es to obtain a workpla e
\in town"). It was possible be ause of the la k of any
entertainment (a good book was diÆ ult to pro ure,
the daily TV program - two hours only! - was fully
dedi ated to the \beloved leader" and to the \vi tory
of so ialism") leaving s ien e the only real intelle tual
heaven, the only pla e in whi h politi s hardly found a
pla e. De ades after de ades, s ien e helped us to forget the old, the darkness, the long queues formed to
buy bread, the \Se uritate". It was the only refuge, in
whi h we found a bit of pea e. It's little? No, and we
an prove this: it revived qui kly enough, in spite of
all the e onomi al diÆ ulties the ountry fa es, whose
onsequen es are illustrated as an unpre edented brain
drain.

For astronomy, Europe means the European Astronomi al So iety. Ten years already was an experien e, already meant remarkable results. Maybe after some
de ades, su h a ontinental so iety will be ome useless,
but NOT TODAY. We need its existen e and the spirit
of European unity inside it. We need it, to su essfully
op with the ompetition of the spa e te hniques, the
ompetition of the great observatories, We hope, along
with all its members, that the European Astronomi al
So iety will su eed in doing better and better. After
all, its su ess is the su ess of all of us, astronomers of
Europe, no matter Western or Eastern, even if sooner
or later these ones will re over their simply geographi
signi an e.

We are saying all this neither to produ e pity, nor to
ex use ourselves, but to show that diÆ ulties of this
kind, an be surpassed just by joining all for es within
the framework of s ienti unions su h as the European
Astronomi al So iety.

Magda Stavinsky

How is it possible? It started by its foundation, in 1990.
For the rst time atronomers from the Western and
Eastern Europe sat down at the same table to dis uss
the problems of astronomy and of the astronomers as
well. After all, here, in Europe, the radle of universal astronomy, we have the most famous observatories

The EAS at 10: A Promising Youngster

Seen through Ameri an eyes, the EAS at age 10 is a typi al European kid, multilingual, mature in some ways
and ba kwards in others, well behaved in publi , but
not very agressive, and in need of a larger allowan e.
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These an stand at least as metaphores for some aspe ts of where the So iety urrently nds itself in the
worlds of astronomy and of s ienti so ieties.

physi al one at meetings { where young astronomers an
meet more senior ones from institutions that are hiring,
and an on-line one in between. The format would surely
be di erent from the AAS job listings, sin e there will
be varying onditions on nationality and residen e, and
perhaps also age and gender (forbidden under US laws).
But the main point is ompleteness. A new PhD will
tune in if she an be sure that she is seeing all the opportunities. Other programs young astronomers might appre iate in lude so ial events just for them (no tenured
s ientists allowed !) at meetings and formal arrangements for mentoring and guidan e on writing proposals
and responses to referees' reports.

It is, of ourse, the multilinguality that Ameri ans envy
most! Meetings of the Ameri an Astronomi al So iety
y le among Seattle, Atlanta, San Diego, Washington
DC, and other sites up to 3000 miles apart, and they are,
frankly, all rather similar. The same distan e will take
you from Lisbon to Mos ow, rossing 10 or 12 ountries
as you go, about half of whi h have so far hosted Joint
European And National Meetings (JENAMs), events
for whi h there an be no Ameri an equivalent.
Despite speaking only one diale t of one language, I
am a founding member of the EAS (as a result of having been at the \right" or \wrong" breakfast table at
an IAU fun tion, with the founding president and treasurer), and the subset of JENAMs I've attended have
been a major \bene t of membership". But, truthfully, I joined primarily in hopes of eventually re eiving
a membership dire tory that would represent the European ommunity with as lose to ompleteness as the
AAS dire tory represents our ommunity. This has not,
so far, happened.

Se ond omes a hieving a higher pro le within European s ien e and within astronomy. A minor example:
November will see a \Physi s on State Stage" Festival
in Geneva, oordinated by CERN, ESA, and ESO. The
EPS is parti ipating, but astronomy will be represented
by the European Asso iation for Astronomy Edu ation,
rather than by EAS. This sort of outrea h and edu ation territory is one where more agressiveness might be
appropriate.
And third is expansion of the membership, so that the
dire tory (in due ourse on line if it isn't already) enables you to rea h the vast majority of European astronomers, for whatever reason you might want them.
The reasons in lude asking people to give olloquia and
talks at meetings, nding referees and peer reviewers for
papers and proposals, assembling ommittees, working
groups, task for es, advisory panels for missions, and all
the rest. Not all astronomers want to help with these
things, you will say. Well, perhaps. But you (as a reader
of these pages) are already doing your share by belonging to EAS, and your membership will be ome more
valuable { and the tasks be more fairly shared { as the
number of members grows.

The urrent EAS membership is about 2000 (vs 6000
in the AAS, with a omparable \parent population" to
draw on) and in ludes quite a large fra tion of the astronomers from the former Soviet Union and parts of
Eastern Europe, at least partly be ause their membership dues were initially waived, but the Western European membership is less omplete even than that of
the International Astronomi al Union, and young Western European astronomers seem to be missing almost
entirely. In identally, the European Physi al So iety
(yeah, I was a founding member of that, too), though it
is older by a fa tor of three and bigger by a fa tor of 10
(in individual members and about three in asso iated
national so ieties) shares this in ompleteness and has
a tually given up trying to produ e membership dire tories.
Two obvious auses ontribute. One is an \image problem". Very few astronomers per eive the EAS as their
primary professional aÆliation. This loyalty belongs to
national so ieties as a rule, or, just possibly, to the IAU.
The other is the reality that young astronomers do not
gain mu h\value for money" by joining EAS, even in
omparison with AAS.

Now, here's the runb. Job enters, redu ed student
membership fees and so ial events, planning of large
meetings, outrea h and edu ation, and membership reruitment all have osts. EAS dues are urrently mu h
smaller than those of the AAS, the RAS, and some other
national so ieties, though omparable with those of the
EPS. Would members, at least those in relatively prosperous ountries, be willing to pay more to get more
? Truly, I don't know. But it is guaranteed that more
members at onstant dues rate will ontribute more in
total, and there are e onomies of s ale !

Can I suggest improvements? Yes, of ourse, and they
are the same ones you have already thought of. Perhaps
rst and foremost is an a tive, omplete job enter {a

So, let's get out there and re ruit. For me the \target
group" is young European astronomers urrently in the
USA, who plan eventually to return home. Your target
5

group will probably be di erent. And, if you happen to
be reading a library opy of this newsletter, YOU are
part of the target group, so please send your he k (for
50 CHF) or redit ard information to the Treasurer,
Birgitta Nordstrom, Astronomi al Observatory, Juliane
Maries Vej 30, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark. And
together we an ensure that the European Astronomi al
So iety be omes a healthy teenager.

ground for European astronomers, as shown by the su ess of the re ent Toulouse and Mos ow meetings.
ESO is honoured to be one of the o-organisers of the
forth oming EAS meeting in Muni h in 2001. I am
ertain that this lo ation, with its vibrant astronomi al
ommunity, will be a great attra tion to olleagues from
all over the world and I look forward with pleasure to
an intense ex hange of the latest results. I have little
doubt that a substantial number of these will ome from
ESO's fa ilities, many of these within joint proje ts with
other teles opes on the ground and in spa e.

Virginia Trimble
Ten Years that Changed European Astronomy

With the VLT a reality and the VLTI, ALMA and OWL
on the horizon, with no la k of new spa e proje ts and
an in reasingly strong intera tion among Europe's astronomers thanks to new networks and growing support
also from the European Union, I am positive that the
next de ade will be even more ex iting.

The past de ade has been one of the most produ tive in
the entire history of astronomy and astrophysi s. This
is true on a global s ale, and in parti ular on the European ontinent. While the 1970's and 1980's marked the
emergen e of many new ideas and the foundations were
laid for several major te hnology-intensive proje ts, our
s ien e has a omplished a giant leap in Europe during
the past 10 years.

I wish the EAS and its members all the best for the future and look forward to a lose ollaboration during the
oming years on a personal as well as an organisational
basis.

In 1990, when the European Astronomi al So iety ame
into being, one of the major dreams of European astronomers, the ESO Very Large Teles ope was in its
third year of realisation. Following the histori de ision
by the ESO Coun il in De ember 1987, asso iated a tivities were gaining momentum all over Europe. It is an
interesting thought that in that year, Paranal was still a
remote mountain, only disturbed by a simple site testing
hut at the top of its perfe t pyramid. One year later, in
1991, it was de ided to pla e the VLT there. Re ent pi tures obtained of the Paranal Observatory impress by
the enormous transformation that has taken pla e sin e,
reating the world's foremost opti al/infrared observatory at one of the best astronomi al sites of the world.

Catherine Cesarsky
The first 10 issues of the EAS Newsletter

The rst issue of the EAS Newsletter is dated from
November 1991, the 12th issue November 1995. It was
my privilege during that time to edit and issue this small
journal for the European Astronomi al ommunity. The
format of these 12 issues has been the same from the beginning onward. We aimed at giving news of the so iety
through the message of the President, that of the Treasurer, des ription of the onstituen y and our meetings,
we wanted to des ribe the astronomi al ommunity and
its tools, be they on the ground or in spa e, and to provide one longer arti le on some spe i matter that we
thought might be of interest to the members. We also
established a tradition of ex hanges with the newsletter
of the Ameri an Astronomi al So iety and other important astronomi al so ieties in the world.

It may be no oin iden e that the positive politi al deision that lead to the funding of the VLT proje t, was
to a large extent due to the persistent e orts by this organisation's former Dire tor General, Lo Woltjer, who
also played a leading role in the founding of EAS. In
fa t, ESO and EAS are hildren of the same desire, to
unite European astronomy, providing e e tive fora for
the ontinued progress in astronomy and astrophysi s
on our ontinent.

The aim of the Newsletter was to ontribute to the making of the so iety. We started working few months after
the Davos meeting that saw the birth of the EAS and
thought that it was important for the members of this
new stru ture to not only pay their yearly fees, but also
to re eive from the so iety a tangible sign on a regular
basis. We thought that this helped the European astronomi al ommunity to forge an identity that we wished
both strong and open.

In the meantime, the VLT array has entered into a tion and already now, just 18 months after the rst of
the four 8.2-m teles opes was handed over to the astronomers and a few days after the rst light of the
fourth teles ope, numerous resear h proje ts have obtained data that are resulting in front-line papers. In
parallel, the EAS is developing into a useful gathering
6

Forging this European astronomi al identity is diÆ ult
as we ea h are already part of a national astronomial ommunity and often do not realise the need for
yet another identity. It was the belief of the founding
members of the so iety, however, that this ontinental
identity is essential to progress when the s ale of our
large proje ts is mu h larger than an be arried out
within a national ommunity. General meetings and
the newsletter are the tools we have to progress in this
onstru tion. Hen e we had when working on ea h issue the impression of making a -small- step in the right
dire tion.

iii) PSF for spe tra: < 0:3 ar se .
iv) Imaging : 115 - 340 nm with quality  0:1 0:3 ar se (MCPbased Israelian model; TAU; Bros h, 1998);
2 Imagers : one for Max. spatial resolution; one for
Max. sensitivity.
v) One imager for visual domain
vi) High Earth Orbit.
vii) Further overall properties of the mission as a whole
as des ribed in UN A/AC.105/723.
The WSO/UV, being an Astrophysi al Observatory
rather than a mission purposed for an narrowly targeted
s ien e goal, lls an important gap in the apabilities,
expe ted to be available to the astronomi al ommunity at the possible laun h date in 2006. This is espeially so, be ause the sensitivity and resolution supplied
in WSO/UV are ex ellently mat hed to the apabilities of the urrent generation of X-Ray Observatories
in spa e, the 8 - 10m size ground-based teles opes, and
future IR missions (e.g. NGST). The sensitivity and
resolving power of the ombined observational apabilities will give the future astronomers a new view of the
physi s of the history of the Universe. The apabilities
of WSO/UV have been hosen to be su h that it will not
dupli ate any apability available from the ground nor
in spa e. The de nition of the operations philosophy
of the WSO/UV will assure that it an support a very
dynami al development of its s ien e program over the
extended life span of up to 10 years. This is essential
for a mission of this nature whi h will allow the full parti ipation from its very beginning of the s ienti and
te hni al ommunity on a world-wide s ale.

Looking at our e orts after a few years one realises that
even if the work was hard the result is modest. Many
people will have to improve on the newsletter we produ ed and show tena ity over a long period of time in
order to make our so iety the strong ontinental point
of fo us for astronomi al matters we wish and to make
the voi e of the European astronomers heard loud and
lear.
Thierry Courvoisier

Spe ial Reports
World Spa e Observatory (UV):
A new Approa h to Spa e Astrophysi s

1. Introdu tion
The World Spa e Observatory on ept was originally
proposed at the 7th UN/ESA Workshop for Basi Spa e
S ien e and formulated in the ontext of the needs of
Basi Spa e S ien e in the developing ountries in the
report of the 9th UN/ESA workshop (A/AC 153.702).
There the WSO was de ned as a mutually bene ial
and valid s ienti mission for all s ientists in the world
and not on ned only to the developing world. In the
ontext of the Long Range Planning of the European
Spa e Agen y an Assessment Study was made for the
UN Outer Spa e Division in the Con urrent Design Faility (CDF) at ESTEC, evaluating a WSO Mission for
the ultraviolet domain (WSO/UV), based on the hara teristi s de ned during a meeting held at ESTEC on
26-29 Nov. 1999, between s ientists and others who had
expressed interest in a WSO/UV. The WSO/UV mission de ned, has the following hara teristi s:
i) Teles ope 1.5- 2.0 m diameter (T-170 from Russian
model; IoA A ad. of S ien es; Shustov, 1998).
ii) Spe trograph for the UV only: primary 110 - 340 nm.
(HIRDES from German model; IAAT; Kappelman et
al., 1998) with spe tral Resolution 5 6  104 ; as well
as a low resolution apability (500-1000).

The WSO/UV is very well timed, sin e there exists a
riti al \time slot" whi h is open due to the fa t that, after the UV Survey (GALEX), no pointing \observatorymission" is foreseen to explore the ri h new data whi h
will result from this Survey. Of ourse some time in
the future a Next-Generation UV mission may happen.
However a realisti time frame for su h mission is very
diÆ ult to give sin e it will depend strongly on the developments needed for the rst Next-Generation Teles ope as well as major te hnology developments in the
dete tor and oating area. The utilisation of the top
te hnology urrently available for WSO/UV, will a tually fa ilitate the transition to su h high risk te hnology
developments to be made.
2. S ien e Goals
The WSO/UV lls a la k of observing apabilities for
astrophysi s in the 120 to 360 nm range. We will here
below summarise some of the astrophysi s areas for
whi h the WSO/UV will be apable to answer fundamental questions and ontribute, in an essential way, to
solve urrently pending questions with respe t to evolu7

tionary aspe ts of the Planetary System, Stars, Galaxies
and the Large S ale Stru ture of the Universe.

driven by the pursuit of intelle tual progress, su h a
synergeti pro ess annot be sustained in the ontext
of its original so io- ultural limate. For an a elerated
and sustainable development -essential for all future
proje tions of the world e onomy- to have any han e
of su ess, quantum leaps in development in various
areas are essential. Spa e s ien es supply a unique
medium to a omplish su h forward jumps
The world spa e observatory embodies a three-fold goal:
1) To reate opportunities for parti ipation at the frontiers of Basi Spa e S ien e, on a sustainable basis and
at the national level, by all ountries in the world, without the need for ex essive investment. In so doing, the
observatory will make an important ontribution to the
development of an a ademi ally mature and ompetitive adre in many developing ountries within 5 to 10
years after in eption of the proje t by o ering equal
opportunities to astronomers all over the world; 2) To
generate the possibility that engineers/spe ialists for
ele troni s, dete tors, et . from the developing ountries should ome to the engineering groups for short
periods of time and learn to built, handle and test et .
the WSO/UV hardware and arry this ba k to apply
in their own environment. The limited previous experien es with su h pro edures indi ate that this a very
good way for a essible and lo ally supportable te hnology transfer. 3) To support world-wide ollaboration
and to ensure that the study of the mysteries of the
universe from spa e an be maintained in a sustainable
way by s ientists from all ountries. This will not only
maintain the uriosity-driven spirit of dis overy that is
an integral part of sustainable development, but also
make a reality in the s ienti world of the visionary
prin iple that spa e is the provin e of all mankind.

In the Planetary System S ien e, we an mention the
study of global atmospheri ir ulation and magnetospheri intera tion. The gaseous planets present a
superb laboratory for the understanding of weather
patterns on s ales less sto hasti than the terrestrial
patterns, whi h are also subje t to in uen es aused
by human a tivities. Of ourse a major ontribution
is also in the study of Comets For Stellar S ien e the
omplete life y le of stars an be studied with many
new dis overies to be expe ted. The proje t ould
make major breakthroughs in the modi ations to stellar evolution as a onsequen e of the multipli ity in star
systems, through the detailed studies of the e e ts of
lose binary mass ex hange and a retion on ondensed
obje ts. Also the rapidly hanging sho k phenomena
in Young Stellar Obje ts and the physi al me hanisms
driving jets in su h obje ts, form an extremely ex iting
area of appli ation of the WSO/UV.
The studies of Interstellar matter and Galaxy population will allow the evaluation of the hemi al evolution
of Galaxies and the y ling of Interstellar Matter, whi h
ontinue to pose fundamental questions. The apability to study su h phenomena systemati ally over the
full range from zero to high redshifts at the resolution supplied by WSO/UV, presents a very important
ontribution of the WSO/UV to these elds, and will
onne t the early Universe with the urrent epo h.
Cosmologi al questions asso iated with the reIonisation phase are well within the apabilities of the
WSO/UV. We mention here dis overies of Comets and
their behaviour during their passage near the Sun, Novae, Supernovae, Gamma-ray Bursters, OVV's and others, are a strong omponents in the s ien e addressed
by the WSO/UV. It is spe i ally the rapid response
apability required in the mission, whi h will present
new major hallenges to the s ientists.
3. How relates the WS/OUV to the developing World?
In many developing ountries, the signi ant investment
in edu ation is not bearing the desired fruits. This is
losely asso iated with the fa t that parti ipation in
advan ed s ien e an only fun tion eÆ iently in the
industrialised world. Consequently, investment in eduation often results only in the reation of a onsumer
market, without the reation of the professionally wellformed, ulturally and intelle tually identi able, and
a ademi ally oriented adre of s ientists that is ne essary for sustainable development. It is lear that there
exists a strong need for a fruitful interplay between the
a ademi and the ommer ial se tor of the population,
not solely driven by the last.
Without the relatively small fra tion of the population

The WSO/UV will assist to drive development internally in ountries and will ontribute signi antly to
infrastru ture and higher edu ation bene ts to both
the politi al and general population in the developing
ountries. As the WSO/UV is also of great interest
for the s ientists in the developed world it ould generate a very strong stimulus to enhan ed and sustained
development, through a strong mutually bene ial, interplay between the s ienti
ommunities. This will
not only have its impa t in the s ien es but equally, or
even more so, for politi s, the humanities and applied
te hnologies, be ause it will reate lo ally identi able
familiarity with the Basi Spa e S ien es. The detailed
motives and reasons why a WSO and in this spe i
ase a WSO/UV would ful l those riteria an be found
in UN A.AC/153.702. Also many aspe ts of the Vienna
De laration (UN A/CONF.184/6) are in their totality
appli able to the WSO/UV.
Further information an be found from the author or at:
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http://www.seas. olumbia.edu/ ah297/un-esa/wso.html

fres oes showing the expulsion of the Danes in earlier
times !). August 11 we enjoyed a wonderful on ert of
(mostly) British musi by the Royal Liverpool Philharmoni Or hestra in the beautiful new Bridgewater Hall,
all arranged - from programme, or hestra, and soloist
to sponsorship - by the vigorous and youthful o togenarian Sir Bernard Lovell, the founder of Jodrell Bank
Observatory. And many parti ipants joined the tours
organised in onjun tion with the GA to surrounding
histori and s eni attra tions.

Willem Wamsteker
The International Astronomi al Union:
News and Views

On the threshold of the new entury, the International
Astronomi al Union (IAU) met again in Europe: the
24th IAU General Assembly (GA) took pla e at the
University of Man hester, United Kingdom, August 718, 2000, at the invitation of the Royal Astronomi al
So iety and the Royal So iety. Nearly 2000 astronomers
from all over the world met for two intensive weeks
of longer and shorter s ienti meetings overing all
bran hes of astronomy, for business meetings of Divisions, Commissions, and Working Groups, and above all
to meet old and new friends from near and far. On behalf of both the Union and the parti ipants I thank CoChairs Rod Davies and Dennis Walsh of Jodrell Bank
Observatory and their helpers for the immense e orts
they had invested in arranging a GA whi h by all a ounts was a great su ess, both in s ienti and soial terms. On the IAU side, Monique Orine and Jodi
Greenberg in Paris are the reasons why the undersigned
survived to write this arti le.

The GA wel omed Cuba, Jordan, Moro o, and the
Philippines as Asso iate Members, while F.Y.R. Ma edonia and Uzbekistan had joined already in 1998 and
1999. Also, Fran o Pa ini (Firenze) and Hans Ri kman (Uppsala) were ele ted to su eed Robert P. Kraft
(Santa Cruz) and the undersigned (Copenhagen) as
President and General Se retary, respe tively, while
Ron Ekers (Sydney) and Oddbjorn Engvold (Oslo) beame new President-Ele t and Assistant General Se retary. Kenneth Pounds (Lei ester), Silvia TorresPeimbert (Mexi o City), and Robert E. Williams (Baltimore) were ele ted to repla e outgoing Vi e- Presidents
Claudio Anguita (Santiago, de eased Mar h 2000),
Bambang Hidayat (Lembang), and Virginia Trimble
(College Park/Irvine), while Catherine Cesarsky (ESO),
Norio Kaifu (Tokyo), and Nikolay Kardashev (Mos ow)
were re-ele ted to a se ond term on the Exe utive Committee (EC). New Presidents for all Divisions and Commissions were ele ted and 703 new Individual Members
admitted, bringing the members to about 8,900.

The ve Symposia held at the GA overed topi s from
advan es in osmology to solar physi s and extrasolar planetary systems, with the extragala ti IR ba kground radiation and the ne details of galaxy stru ture in between. All were well attended, and espe ially
the new dis overies of extrasolar planets attra ted mu h
attention also from the Press. 14 Joint Dis ussions
overed topi s from fundamental astrometri referen e
frames over Trans-Neptunian Obje ts, Spa e Weather,
and topi s in stellar astrophysi s to gala ti magneti
elds and radio sour es in distant galaxy lusters. A
Spe ial Session dealt with onditions and strategies for
Astronomy in Developing Countries. The attra tive
daily GA newspaper, \Northern Lights", expertly produ ed by veteran Editor John Mason and the indefatigable Patri k Moore, kept parti ipants up to date on
the events.

Not only persons hanged: Commissions 8 and 24
merged into a new Commission 8 (Astrometry), and
Commissions 38 and 46 and the EC Working Group
on the World Wide Development of Astronomy into a
new Commission 46 (Astronomy Edu ation and Development). The EC Working Group on Antar ti Astronomy was dissolved as having a omplished its mission,
while the former EC Working Group on Planetary System Nomen lature has been reassigned to Division III
(Planetary Systems S ien es) under a new, onsistent
set of Terms of Referen e for the nomen lature ommittees for all bodies in the Solar System.
These were the basi fa ts of this year's GA. While
most parti ipants are ba k to their normal duties - and
our hosts hopefully enjoying a well-deserved va ation
- others are busy ompiling Symposium volumes and
the Highlights of Astronomy and Transa tions whi h
will shortly appear in print to remind parti ipants, and
inform others, of the s ien e and business that took
pla e in Man hester. Others again are already at work
preparing the next GA in July 2003 in Sydney, Aus-

Both s ienti and so ial evening entertainment was offered: True to tradition, three Invited Dis ourses gave
us splendid a ounts of our urrent pi ture of an a elerating Universe (R.P. Kirshner), extrasolar planetary systems (M. Mayor), and our Galaxy in 3D as
seen by HIPPARCOS (M. Perryman). The opening
day featured a wel ome re eption by the Lord Mayor
of Man hester in the Gothi City Hall (with graphi
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tralia, while our Cze h friends are beginning to bra e
for the impa t of our return to Prague in 2006. And we
have already re eived indi ations of interest from China
and Brazil to host us in 2009, so stay tuned !

and agen ies to formulate more spe i proposals for
regulations, based on these general re ommendations.
At the same time, onta ts with espe ially COSPAR
and the UN OÆ e for Outer Spa e A airs led to initiatives whi h, in the longer term, ould lead to a more
systemati IAU programme to support s ien e edu ation at several levels in (primarily) developing ountries.
With lu k, also a broader base of support for these programmes and improved areer prospe ts for the people trained might result. To fa ilitate this pro ess, the
IAU ommission stru ture in the area has been reorganised (see above), and the budget for 2001-2003 provides
better funding and exibility for these a tivities. But
it is the hard work of enthusiasti volunteers like Don
Wentzel, Mi hele Gerbaldi, and many others that makes
these programmes su essful in the end.

Looking ba k - and forward
In addition to fa tual news, the Editor has asked me to
re e t brie y on any hanges in IAU poli ies or stru tures that have been initiated or ompleted during these
last three years. The IAU is a multi-fa eted experien e
indeed, and the hoi e is not straightforward. Some innovations like the fa e-lifts of the IAU Information Bulletin and Web site (www.iau.org) are immediately visible to the membership. Other, more profound hanges
will only su eed, if at all, several years into the future, and then only through the e orts of my su essors
and many other dedi ated people throughout the IAU.
Let me mention a few of these long-term items in the
following.

Near Earth Obje ts (primarily minor planets) ame into
unexpe ted but probably permanent prominen e during
the period, re eiving mu h attention from both authorities, the publi , and the press. The Exe utive Committee rea ted to this development by formulating an
oÆ ial poli y on NEOs, in luding an open information
poli y and an o er of prompt IAU peer review of any
laimed impa t predi tion. The IAU also o-sponsored
the IMPACT Workshop in Torino in 1999, whi h reviewed a wide range of issues related to NEOs. In anti ipation of the probable large upturn in NEO resear h
in the near future, the tasks, responsibilities, and highlevel poli ies of the IAU Minor Planet Center have nally been formally de ned and approved. It is gratifying that the just- released report of a high-level UK
Task For e on NEO resear h re ommends a ontinued
entral role for the IAU in this eld.

The 1997 GA in Kyoto gave lear orders to the IAU to
nd more e e tive ways to deal with the environmental hallenges to astronomy than had been found so far,
and this has been our top priority item. In the rising
sea of pollution a e ting astronomi al observations at
all wavelengths, there is a lear qualitative di eren e between ground-based and spa e-based noise sour es. The
former are mostly lo al or regional in nature and must
be primarily addressed at those levels. The new IAU
Working Group on Redu ing Light Pollution, under the
vigorous Chairmanship of Mal olm Smith, Dire tor of
the AURA Observatories in Chile, is working very e e tively on these issues in ollaboration with astronomers,
lighting engineers, lo al and national authorities, eduators, and the media in several ountries.

Finally, as a last-minute development before the GA,
the IAU and the Peter Gruber Foundation agreed to
ollaborate on the award of the \Cosmology Prize" reated this year by the Foundation. Beginning in 2001,
alls for nominations for this 150; 000 annual award will
be distributed by the IAU, whi h will also nominate
members of the Board sele ting the winners. Moreover,
the Foundation will provide 75; 000 every three years
to the IAU towards fellowships for promising young astronomers in any eld. The presentation of the Prize
and Fellowships should add a new tou h of festivity to
future IAU General Assemblies and hopefully enhan e
both publi visibility and the re ruitment of new blood
for our s ien e in oming years.

In ontrast, the environmental impa t of spa e missions on astronomy are global, both in ause and effe t: Spa e raft ausing harmful interferen e with optial or radio astronomy may be laun hed by agen ies or
private enterprises anywhere and a e t a whole hemisphere at a time. The international forum where governments meet to negotiate \traÆ rules" in spa e is
the United Nations Committee on the Pea eful Uses of
Outer Spa e (COPUOS), where the IAU is a Permanent Observer. Espe ially up to the huge 1999 onferen e UNISPACE III in Vienna, where we organised IAU
Symposium 196, \Preserving the Astronomi al Sky",
the IAU has been a tively exploiting this platform, and
many useful re ommendations for future UN poli ies
in spa e were eventually made by UNISPACE III and
later endorsed by the UN General Assembly. The IAU
is now working with a number of interested ountries

Johannes Andersen
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The EAS Affiliated So ieties

bers.
The Astronomis he Gesells haft is re ognized as an afliated so iety with the European Astronomi al So iety sin e September 1995. A large fra tion of its members originate from Germany, Austria, and the German
speaking part of Switzerland, but due to the history the
so iety still onsiders itself as open for members from
any ountry and language.

Astronomis he Gesells haft

The \Astronomis he Gesells haft" (Astronomi al So iety), who is jointly with EAS hosting the next JENAM2001 in Muni h, Germany, re e ts in its history the diÆult and troublesome history of the ountry, from whi h
nowadays many of its members originate: Germany.
Its rst foundation took pla e as early as in September 1800 in the small village of Lilienthal, near Bremen, Germany. Here six astronomers, among them famous Heinri h W.M. Olbers (Olbers's Paradoxon) and
Friedri h Bessel assembled the \Vereinigte Astronomishe Gesells haft" (United Astronomi al So iety), and
in luded 24 European astronomers in something alled
\heavenly poli e" (\Himmelspolizey") to look out for
a new planet between Mars and Jupiter. Piazzi, from
Palermo, Italy, who dete ted the minor planet Ceres,
was among those 24. Being asso iated with revolutionary Fran e (to whi h the ity of Bremen was linked in
1800), the rst \Astronomis he Gesells haft" faded out
later and la ked any institutional support during the
time of the post-napoleoni restauration.

Every year in autumn the so iety has its general assembly onne ted with its Annual International S ienti
Meeting (s ienti language of onferen e is English).
Current year's topi was \Dynami Stability and Instabilities in the Universe", held this September in Bremen,
to elebrate the 200th anniversary of the rst foundation of AG.

Present day \Astronomis he Gesells haft" (AG) dates
its origins ba k to the se ond foundation in Heidelberg, in 1863. It was founded as an international soiety dedi ated to the `advan ement of s ien e by supporting proje ts whi h require systemati ooperation
of many people'. Important joint tasks were, for example, the publi ation of the Catalogue of the Astromomi al So iety (AG-Katalog), featuring the position
of all stars in the northern hemisphere up to the ninth
magnitude and of the `History and literature of brightness variation of variable stars' (`Ges hi hte und Literatur des Li htwe hsels der Veranderli hen Sterne'). Already very early other astronomi al and astrophysi al
subje ts have been dis ussed, s ienti aims and results
have been presented, and worldwide onta ts have been
made at the regular meetings.

The Astronomis he Gesells haft publishes the annual \Reviews of Modern Astronomy" (SpringerVerlag), ontaining reviews and highlights, in luding
the S hwarzs hild le ture of the annual meetings, the
\Astronomis he Gesells haft Abstra t Series" (indexed
in ADS, abstra ts of short papers for annual meetings),
and (in German) the \Mitteilungen" (Annual Reports
of Institutes and Observatories of Austria, Germany,
and partly of Switzerland).

During the annual autumn meetings the KarlS hwarzs hild prize and medal is awarded to an outstanding astronomer; the award is onne ted with
an invitation to deliver the opening le ture (KarlS hwarzs hild le ture) of the meeting. The rst
S hwarzs hild prize was awarded to S. Chandrasekhar
in 1986, the re ent one of the year 2000 to Sir Roger
Penrose. Also the Ludwig-Biermann award is given to
an outstanding younger astronomer every year.

For more information please refer to: (in English):
http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Astron-Ges/ag0homee.html
Reiner Spurzem

Before World War I more than 400 members from
all over the world united on the initiative of the Astronomis he Gesells haft. In the 1920s and 1930s the
global tasks were in reasingly transferred to the International Astronomi al Union. World War II aused
the Astronomis he Gesells haft to suspend its a tivities.
The so iety was re-established in 1947 in Gottingen. In
the late 1960s, members in what was then the German
Demo rati Republi were for ed to resign membership
of the AG, however, in Mar h 1990, arrangements were
made for new admission and re-admission. Today, the
Astronomis he Gesells haft has more than 800 mem-

A Letter
Dear all,
I looked at the summary of the last forum in the EAS
web page and I found the information listed there very
valuable, overing most of my own questions. However I
still have a few questions/suggestions to make. Firstly, I
would like to know you if there exists a list of PhD studentships, post-do positions or le tureships available
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in European Institutes. It would be very useful if all
the Universities and the various resear h institutes in
Europe advertised their positions in a pla e everybody
ould look at. I know that su h a site exists in the AAS
web page but it involves mainly positions available in
USA. I wonder if there is a possibility su h a site to be
reated for Europe or if it already exists.

quently distributed by CDS. The 2001 editions are the
rst ones in the hands of a ommer ial publisher.
More importantly, the web resour es above (StarWorlds
and StarBits) remain rea hable free of harge as previously at CDS and at its mirror sites with the additional
advantage of being permanently updated. This is likely
a `premiere' for a ommer ial publisher to a ept independent ele troni versions remain freely a essible and
people involved have to be ommended for their understanding of synergeti and diversi ed publishing.

I also noti ed that quite a lot of my fellow students,
in luding myself, do not know mu h about the resear h
that is arried out in various institutes/Universities in
Europe. It would be very useful if we had a list where
resear hers advertise their resear h interests. That way
one ould onta t them if one had any queries regarding their resear h. Furthermore, one would have the
opportunity to nd out information about pla es that
one would like to work in the future.

The ele troni site is ompleted by a third resour e,
StarHeads, a database of personal web pages of astronomers and related s ientists ( urrently about 5500
entries). NASA's (ADS) is pointing dire tly to that resour e. Astronomers who would have a personal homepage not yet registered in StarHeads are of ourse invited to let it know for in lusion.
StarPages: http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/starpages.html
StarWorlds: http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/starworlds.html
StarHeads: http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/starheads.html
StarBits: http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/starbits.html

In the previous forum, I noti ed in the omments of the
senior astronomers that it's important for a post-do
andidate to have publi ations in journals so that the
other people ould judge hiss/her work. I also think
that parti ipating and presenting your work in onferen es/meetings/seminars is equally important. Hen e,
I think it is a good idea that EAS en ourage more
PhD students and post-do s to give talks in institutes/universities other than their home institute.

Andre He k

Thank you very mu h for your time,

European Astronomi al So iety
Alexandra Fassia

P.O. Box 82, CH-1213 Petit-Lan y 2, Switzerland
http://www.iap.fr/eas/index.html

Announ ements

President: J-P. Zahn

Kluwer has been announ ing the publi ation of StarGuides 2001 and StarBriefs 2001, due to be out some
time in Fall 2000. StarGuides is a dire tory of
astronomy/spa e-related organizations (about 6200 entries) and is the paper version of the web resour e StarWorlds. StarBriefs is a di tionary of astronomy/spa e
related a ronyms, abbreviations and symbols (about
145,000 entries) and is the paper version of the web
resour e StarBits.

Se retary: J. Krautter

Vi e-Presidents: A. Cherepash huk, F. San hez

Treasurer: B. Nordstrom
Coun illors: M. Kontizas, M. Longair,
M. Perryman, P. Shaver,
M. Stavins hi

Newsletter Editor: M. Kontizas,
Astronomi al Institute,
National Observatory of
Athens, P.O. BOX 20048,
118 10 Athens, Gree e

Details are available from starpages and from se ondary
links. The paper versions have been around sin e 1978.
They were initially published privately and were subse-

mkontiza
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